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	The increase in Android’s popularity with every passing day cannot be understated. This has resulted in a large programmer base willing to contribute to its success. Eclipse has a powerful IDE and has been adopted widely by programmers across the globe. The focus of ADT is to use existing familiar territory and ease development of Android applications. In this sense, ADT provides a one stop solution for Android application development.


	Android Development Tools for Eclipse is a step-by-step guide that provides you with hands-on, practical, and to the point discussion and steps for using Eclipse tools for developing, debugging, and signing Android applications for distribution. It also teaches you to incorporate advertisements to monetize your applications. Every concept and its usage has been demonstrated in this book by implementing them via real world applications.


	Android Development Tools for Eclipse starts with the installation of ADT, and then discusses important tools before guiding you through Android application development from scratch, demonstrating different concepts and implementation before finally helping you distribute your applications in the Android market. You will start the development of your first application, explore project structure, and add different widgets including multimedia ones.


	You will learn everything about developing, debugging, testing, distributing, and monetizing your Android application using Eclipse ADT.


	What you will learn from this book

	
		Install ADT and Eclipse
	
		Learn about important tools in the ADT environment and their usage
	
		Create a new project, explore its structure, add simple widgets, then compile, debug, and run the application
	
		Include multimedia elements and handle multiple screens in your application
	
		Add a menu and use it to invoke the Preference Screen and handle radio and checkbox preferences
	
		Handle multiple screen types and orientations
	
		Add an external library and use it by incorporating advertisements (AdMob Library)
	
		Learn how to prepare your application for release: compiling, key generation, signing, aligning, and distribution



	Approach


	A standard tutorial aimed at developing Android applications in a practical manner.


	Who this book is written for


	Android Development Tools for Eclipse is aimed at beginners and existing developers who want to learn more about Android development. It is assumed that you have experience in Java programming and that you have used IDE for development.
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Reliability and Statistics in Geotechnical EngineeringJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Probabilistic reasoning, statistical methods, and measures of engineering judgment are combined to develop a quantified approach for analyzing and managing risks in civil engineering systems and the applied earth sciences. The resulting risk analysis approach described in this book reflects an emerging trend in geotechnical engineering, natural...
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XForms: XML Powered Web FormsAddison Wesley, 2003
XForms—XML-powered Web forms—are set to replace HTML forms as the backbone of electronic commerce. XForms enable the creation and editing of structured XML content within a familiar Web browser environment, which is likely to play a key role in enabling simple browser-based access to Web services. XForms leverage the power of XML in...
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Surgical Complications: Diagnosis and TreatmentImperial College Press, 2007

	As Professor Owen H Wangensteen, one of the greatest academic surgeons of the 20th century, said: You are a true surgeon from the moment you are able to deal with your complications. Prompt and accurate diagnosis, as well as effective treatment, of surgical complications is one of the most important elements of surgical practice. This is...
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Living Dairy-Free For Dummies (Health & Fitness)For Dummies, 2010

	Whatever the reason for not eating dairy, Living Dairy-Free For Dummies provides readers with the most up-to-date information on a dairy-free diet and lifestyle and will empower them to thrive without dairy while still getting the calcium, vitamin D and nutritional benefits commonly associated with dairy products.
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The Personal MBA: Master the Art of BusinessPortfolio Hardcover, 2012

	Getting an MBA is an expensive choice-one almost impossible to justify regardless of the state of the economy. Even the elite schools like Harvard and Wharton offer outdated, assembly-line programs that teach you more about PowerPoint presentations and unnecessary financial models than what it takes to run a real business. You can get...
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CCNA Portable Command Guide (2nd Edition) (Self-Study Guide)Cisco Press, 2007
Scott Empson is currently the associate chair of the bachelor of applied information systems technology degree program at the Northern Alberta Institute of Technology in Edmonton, Alberta, Canada, teaching Cisco® routing, switching, and network design courses in certificate, diploma, and applied degree programs at the post-secondary level. He...
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